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617

Dear Members,
Below is Auction #56 . It includes a number of

interesting covers and cover Lots.
We are in need of more material for future

Auctions.
Catalog Values are from 1984 Zumstein and

Amateur Collector Catalogs or estimated retail.
For this Auction 1 Sfr = .46e and 1 British

pound = $1 .42 . The Closing date for Auction #56 is

June 17, L984.
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Dale R . Eggen

I would like the membership of our Society to take a pause
and think about the advances the Society has made in the
last several years . Review your old issues of TELL for
notices of meetings, projects, improvements, additions, etc.

ALL VOLUNTEER. We are a HOBBY society and all efforts by
officials are on a volunteer basis with many paying all
their expenses out of their own pocket . Most have jobs,
families, and many other obligations . And all work and
effort they donate are on top of all this . Your officers
do their very best to insure only true hobby oriented people
are officials in this Society . We very much appreciate
dealer ads and their other support . But a hobby for fun
and enjoyment is what we are all about.

And our Society can only remain that way with truly
dedicated, hard working (extremely hard working) volunteers.
THIS IS WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT.

Yes, this is some banner waving . And their are a number of
people that deserve some very special attention from all of
us . Some have more time than others and it is not possible
to list all . But some outstanding efforts have been
contributed that go so far beyond normal expectations of
a volunteer that they deserve some very special attention.

DICK HALL	 Our Secretary . I could take a whole issue
of TELL telling you of his contributions.

HENRY RATZ ---- You see TELL . The quality is there because
of Henry . I am afraid many miss the add-
itional hundreds of hours put in by Henry
in raising the quality of material he
receives . On top of that, his own
contributions to TELL.

DAVE DURHAM --- 3½ years of putting out TELL without missing
a beat . I don't think most have any idea
of the work and coordination required to
get TELL out.

RUDY SCHAELCHLI Always working to improve his areas and
always stepping-in to take on more.
Contributions in quite a number of different
areas.

BILL LUCAS ---- Regular auctions in TELL plus the Donor
Auction . People make a living at what
he is doing on a volunteer basis . He
did not raise over $3000 in our Donor
Auction by just asking in TELL . He went
out with individual letters . Look at the
quality of the our auctions . That is
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because of Bill's time, not the people
sending in the material . He does the
write-ups.

KARL HENSON --- New name, yes . His index work has been
going on behind the scene . Not to long
from now I am sure all are going to
find the results of his indexing project

unbelievable.

HOWARD BAUMAN - Have you seen one of our slide programs.
He has seen through the development of
three new ones plus all the efforts of
correspondance and distribution of our
slide programs.

I was put in touch with a firm who would take on doing the
work for our Society . The cost, over $100,000 per year.
Yes . A realistic price? Yes, if we would cut back in
a number of areas.

I have received quite a number of complimentary letters.
However, if the members of this Society could comprehend
the time, effort, and money that they get for practically
nothing, each would send a letter of special thanks
to these individuals.

I would also like to mention Al Altwegg, Don Mason, and
Helen MacDaniel who, with Henry Ratz's additional
extensive editorial and commenting efforts, have translated
and brought to you the translation of the introductory
sections of the Standing Helvetia work . Though dealing
with a specific issue, the material gives the lay person
an outstanding insight to the specialized world of any
stamp issue and engraved issues in particular. And, Don
and Helen aren't even members . They were just glad to
help us out and donate their talents. Mrs . MacDaniel is
not even a stamp collector.

I would very much like to continue, but I am going to have
enough trouble with the editor the way it is over this
column . It is not what I feel he considers adding to the
quality of the publication.

But the above is so terse as to be miniscule in relation
to the efforts of the people named and others . I only
wish I could continue and describe specifics of many of
the efforts and projects . That would take several years
of all pages of TELL . A lot of banner waving for these
people, yes . And they deserve much more of it.

As President of the Society, I can personally attest that
what the average member sees of the Society via TELL
can represent at most 10% of total effort donated.

OFFICIAL NOTICES

NABA ZURI '84 -- A number of our U .S . members pain to attend
as I am sure quite a number of our Swiss members will.
Ralph Soderberg is going to try to arrange an informal
get-together sometime during the week and a half (June 22
through July 1) . Write Ralph at 20160 Mack Ave ., Grosse
Pointe Woods, Michigan 48236 if you think there is a
chance you will attend
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OUR SALES CIRCUIT -- A number of inquiries on this have been
received by the President . Dave Durham (address inside front
cover) is the elective officer in charge of all matters here.
Please send all in quiries to Dave.

LIECHTENSTEIN STUDY GROUP -- A very positive response has been
received . A very good chance it will come into being . If
you are interested and have not already inquired, please
contact Daniel J . Gabathuler at P .O . Box 125, Boscobel,
Wisconsin 53805 who has undertaken organization of the
group . And please lend him your support . Such efforts
are difficult and impossible without willing assistance.
NOMINATING COMMITTEE FOR AHPS 1985 - 1986 ELECTIVE OFFICERS
The Board of Directors has appointed a nominating committee
consisting of Donn Lueck, Chuck LaBlonde, and Harlan Stone.
Details elsewhere in this issue.

REGIONAL MEETING -- At STaMpsHOW '84, Dallas, August 23
to 26 . Contact Robert Clarke, 1708 Autumn Lane, Arlington,
Texas 76012 . Office : (214) 851-8481.

UNION OF SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETIES -- We (AHPS) are now
a member . Those taking advantage of individual memberships
through AHPS should by now be receiving their copies
of SBZ (published only in French and German) . Others
interested, please contact Ralph Soderberg whose address
is above under NABA ZURI '84.

NOMINATION FOR ELECTED OFFICERS

In accordance with the By-Laws of the Society, the biannual election of
officers of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society will occur this fall . The
Board of Directors of the Society has appointed a Nominating Committee made up
of the following persons :

Donn TLueck	 Chairman
Harlan Stone
Chuck LaBlonde

Nominations may also be made by petition of any three members in good
standing by written communication to the Secretary by June 20, 1984 . The slate
of nominees selected by the Nominating Committee as well as the names of those
persons nominated by petition from the membership will appear in the July/August
issue of TELL. The ballot, along with a dues notice, will be distributed with
the September/October issue of TELL. Only paid-up members for 1985 will be
eligible to vote . The ballots will have to be received by the Secretary by
October 20, 1984, to be counted. Results of the election will appear in the
November/December issue of TELL.

If you have suggestions for nominees for any of the seven elected officers
(President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and the 3 Regional Directors
(East, Midwest/Central, and West)) drop a line to:

Donn Lueck
Chairman, Nominating Committee
P.O . Box 11582
Phoenix, Arizona 85061

If you wish to submit a petition of nomination signed by 3 or more members
in good standing, mail the petition to:

Dick Hall
Secretary
P .O . Box 2425
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879
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Talk
tome!

Cover : Depicted is one of the earliest K-cancels
(#K13) of Switzerland, used by Villars-sur-Ollon,

and issued on November 14, 1942 . It barely made it
out of the shipping container and was killed in a

jiffy . As a matter of fact, it lasted for about
20 days only, when it was replaced by a " new"

design (which got its start about December 24,
1942 . What happened? Well, some local big wigs
did not appreciate the fact that the design incl-

uded that cloud behind the mountain, insisting that this cancel
would hurt, rather than help to promote, the tourist trade . Need-

less to say, it ' s today the rarest K-cancel you may own in your

collection . In a survey conducted a few years ago they counted

less than 20 among collectors . Seen from the PTT angle, the
lesson apparently was well learned : no other clouds have appeared
on publicity cancels since . How dare it rain in Switzerland!

The main reason , though, a K-cancel is on this cover is because
our resident expert in matters of Ks, member Robert Rainey, has
put together a nice article for this issue on his association
with these interesting postmarks (see pages 113-117 . He claims
that he is quitting at 900 . ..

Shown here once more are the
two images from page 80 of the

last issue of TELL that were
treated somehow by our new
printer as grey " Dreck " .

Last minute news from Switzerland : The famous cancel expert,
Werner Liniger, had to hang it up for health reasons . His
unique reference collection has been acquired by the (PTT) Fund
for the Advancement of Philately which will make it available

to other expertizers. Mr . Liniger ' s successor and disciple is

Mr . Jean-Claude Marchand, PO Box 61, CH-1223 Cologny, Switzer-

land .

	

HR
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THE

FIRST SWISS

STAMPED

ENVELOPE

By
Dr. Bernard Morand

Translated by
Charles LaBlonde

In his 22 May 1843 speech to the Grand Council, Representative
de Candolle asked that postage stamps be issued and hinted at
eventual stamped envelopes : " . . . and the sellers of postage
stamps paste the stamps on the envelopes in advance and add the
stamp price to the envelope sales price .°

The ultimate realization of this came when the stamps were
actually printed on the envelopes . This was the birth of the
first Swiss (and Continental) stamped envelopes, following
England .

* * *

As in other lands, the people of Geneva were slow to accept
pre-payment of postage as a way of life . In order to entice people
to use stamps, an idea which made life much easier for the post

office, the sales price of the stamps was reduced from 5 to 4
centimes . In this act stamped envelopes were again foreseen.

* * *

We read in the minutes of a 9 December 1845 meeting of the
Finance Department : "The President noted that, in addition to
selling the small stamp for 4 centimes to cover the 5-centime
cantonal postal rate, a supply of envelopes in two sizes is on

hand . The envelopes cost the post office 5 francs per thousand

or 50 centimes per hundred . To be added to this would be the

cost of printing the stamp, leading to a 5-centime sales price

per envelope . "

The Department authorized the President to:

1) Buy 10,000 envelopes.

2) Have a stamp designed, to print on the envelopes.

3) Sell the printed envelopes for 5 centimes each.

* * *

The stamped envelopes with 5-centime stamp were not sold at
discount, in order to cover costs of the envelope and its print-
ing .

* * *

The newspaper, " Le Fédéral " , reported on 27 February 1846:

" To simplify the task of those wishing to post letters, the Fi-

nance Department has made available three sizes of envelopes,

large, medium and small, pre-printed with the stamp for alocal
letter . These envelopes may be purchased at the post office and
from Mr . Wessel, Grand'Rue .
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These yellowish envelopes had the following sizes : All had

the same width : 140 mm . i e heights were different : 55 mm, 75 mm
and III mm.

Fulpius found a totally exceptional example, with dimensions
88 x 55 mm, made of white coated paper and with a yellowish
stamp . The flap is rounded and sealed with red wax . Date of the
postmark is 15 .6 .1847 . Cancel is a red rosette, 1/A/2 (illus-
trated below) .

	

There exists also a cutout from this type of
envelope (1952) .

Wessel Paper

Products deliv-
ered to CH . A.
Schmid on 5 Fe-
bruary 1846, new
envelopes . We
know this from
an invoice for
Fr .228,85 cov-
ering 4000 en-
velopes, dated
6 March, 1846.
The invoice does
not mention en-
velope size

(small, medium,
or large).

But again in this case the post office was frustrated : the
public was not receptive to the stamped envelopes and they found
only limited use . The people were simply used to the traditional
type of folded letter . Stamped envelopes came into their own in
England around 1850.

A paper band used to bundle the stamped envelopes into
packages of 10 was found in 1945 . The band, which was blue and white
bore the inscription " Enveloppes de lettre " . This description,
which to us may seem unnecessary, was important in 1846 because
a stamped envelope was an unknown quantity.

Printing of the envelopes

Fulpius wrote that Ch . A . Schmid, " probably didn ' t print the
envelopes himself . " He bases this on the fact that Schmid was a
lithographer, not a typography printer . But the sheet of the
Double Geneva, Small Eagle and Large Eagle bore the inscription,
" Lith . Schmid . " . A closer examination of the language of that
era reveals that " Lith . " could have meant artist, engraver or
printer.

An invoice from 17 .3 .1846 with the company name Schmid Lith-
ograph Printer shows that Schmid did indeed print the envelopes.
This invoice was approved by W . Pasteur and Barde as Department
head and on 4 .4 .1846 signed by Schmid ; the invoice showed the
printing of 40,000 envelopes at 5 francs per thousand or 200 Fr.
total.

The envelopes were folded before printing . One deduces this
from a middle sized envelope on which the top of the imprint is
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missing . If it were printed before folding, one would find the

missing part on the back or on the fold.

This procedure delayed the issue of the envelopes from Decem-
ber 1845 to the end of February 1846.

Characteristics of the imprint

Other than an eagle with wider wingspread the

illustration (Geneva coat of arms) is similar to
the other stamps (Double Geneva, Small and Large
Eagles) . The stamp measures 17 .5 x 20 .5 mm.

The fine inner line is nearly equidistant from
the thick outer line on all four sides . In the
lower right, the outer line is thicker than the

space between the lines ; the opposite is true in
the upper left . Th . fine inner line extends

slightly past the corners.

Poste de Genève does not touch the fine inner line ; it is
followed by a period . Except for the first two letters all the let-
ters are touched by or are crossed by rays from the sunburst.
From " t " to " d " are five rays which cross the letters. "Genève" is
somewhat fatter than "Poste " .

Above the middle of the second " e " is a detached line ; also in

the middle of the "G " . From these letters to the fourth "e " one
counts six lines and finally, between the " e " of "de " and the "G "

of " Genéve " is one more line . The sunburst is made up of 43 rays.

The letters " IHS " are larger than those of "TENEBRAS " . There is

a circumflex over the " H" , something not found on other Geneva

stamps.

The banner curves down in the middle and touches the shield,
while the right side comes very close to the fine inner frame
line . On the left side it is 3/4 mm from the frame line.

The slogan "POST TENEBRAS LUX" is crisp and clear, but " POST"
and " LUX " are smaller than " TENEBRAS " . Two small lines are
engraved next to the " S " from " TENEBRAS " , but nothing is next to the

"T " . The " T " is closer to the edge of the banner than the " S" .

The fine inner frame line of the shield touches the outer line
left of the period ; the center line which divides the shield is
broken at the period and to the right of the " a " in " Cantonal " .

The right half of the shield contains 14 vertical lines . The

crown of the eagle is broken lower left ; it is connected upper
right to the inner frame line with a fine line . The left side of
the crown touches the inner frame line, giving the impression
that the clown sits crooked . The lower left part of the crown is
attached to the eagle ' s head . The crown, the head, and the wing

are fully printed while the body is flecked.

Feathers 2, 3, 4 and 6 touch the frame line, but 5 and 7 don ' t
reach es far . Thé shield's background between beak and wing

contains 12 dots . After the "C " is a tiny period, but no such dots
figure after the " 5" and "Cantonal " . When cutout, the margins
top and right are even while the other two sides depend upon
who did the cutting.

It is not known how the 10,000 envelopes originally planned
became 40,000 . But, vince it was necessary to use them up one
way or another, the Postal Administration on I June 1844 (juris-
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diction belonged to the Swiss Federal PO from 1 January 1849)
allowed the stamp to be cut out and used on other letters.

One can see that the cutout shows smooth edges left and
bottom (cut with scissors) while the right and top edges, cut on
the fold with some sort of knife, are a little frayed . This
situation is especially noticeable on the 6 November 1850 Pilet
letter (offered by Zumstein in 1979).

Forgeries of the stamp

- 11 to 16 lines in the right half of the shield.
- Pest instead of Post.

- The word " fac simile" in violet (partially eradicated) above
the shield.

- 3 to 9 dots between the beak and the wing of the eagle.

* * *

Use of the stamped envelope

The used envelopes are rarer than the Double Geneva . The famous
collector, Ferrari, knew of "only " two examples of cutouts used

on other letters . The small envelope is especially rare ; there
are also only a few examples of the larger ones.

On the other hand, unused examples of the largest envelope
are not hard to find ; it may have been the last one to be issued.

In 1908 the Mirabaud collection of envelopes was sold . The

following prices demonstrate how values have increased between
then and now (prices are in Swiss francs):

Format Mint Used

Small 200 250
Medium 100 200
Large 12 150

All cancels, except for the rosettes are very rare.

Geneva Grille
February 7 (?),
1851

	Used examples

Small Format

- Letter to Madame Lambert Odier, Onex, with two black Geneva
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Grilles and black, single ring, circular date stamp (cds) 26.
6 .1851, 101 M (Lemanex Exhibit 1).

- Probably from the same correspondence, dated 10 .7 .1851 (15 days
later), we find the same grille on a cutout.

- Letter Baron Bilte-Brach, Rosette #2 in red from 20 .3 .1846
(very early date), (Lemanex Exhibit 11).

- Letter X to Avully, with blue single ring postmark struck
twice, once on the stamp and once next to it, 2 .7 .1853, 102 M
(Lemanex Exhibit 23).

- Letter Lefort, with Rosette #3 and single ring cds 17 .12 .1850.
(Postmuseum Bern).

- Letter Granier of 22 .6 .4? with red Rosette #2 (Postmuseum).
- Letter Choffat(?) of 26 .4 .1850, with Rosette #3.

Medium Format

- Letter Madame de la Rive, with Rosette #2 in red from 2 .3 .1847
(Lemanex Exhibit 1.1).

Large Format

- Letter Gaston X, Rosette #4, smeared, red single ring cds,
Genève ? JUIL . 49, 102 M.

- Letter Decombes-Sautter, Bourdigny, Rosette #2, red two ring
cds 3 SEPT . 47, 111 M (Corinphila 1980).

Used cutouts

Most of the cutouts were used in 1850, fewer in 1851 . A cutout
(on piece) from 14 March 1848 (sold in 1937 by Borek) is not
real : the cutout was pasted on later.

Cancels

AWGroup1/A : The geneva Rosettes

- (Old)#2 (new #1) red, rated at 100
points in the Cancel Handbook . We en-
counter this rosette on entires ; it
has never been found on cutouts . The
lower valuation for this cancel comp-
ared to the Geneva Grille is not under-
standable . Since Rosette #2 was used
only sporadically until 1848, it is
clear that it cannot be found on the
cutouts.

- #3 (see top right) red : This is the
usual cancel.

- #3 (2) black (see bottom right) : The
piece shown bears the single ring cds
of 16 January 1851, 101 M, the last
day of use for this rosette . The piece
probably comes from the Ressegueure (?)
letter (Lemanex Exhibit 23).

- #4 (4) red (see below) has a value of
200 points.
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- #5 (5) red is listed in the handbook not under Geneva but
under Carouge with a value of 500 points.

- #6 (6) black, 250 points . Found neither at Lemanex nor in the

Postmuseum.

Aw Group 3 : The Federal Grille

67 (54) black, 1500 points (13 lines), 76-77 (67) black, 500

points, in blue 1250 points (see below) . Here, in connection

with this letter, I want to mention a letter from 19 . May 1853

and the Mottier letter in Gy of 5 .12 .5? . Both are in the Post-

museum.

Blue Federal
lozenge grille

with blue cds
22 .7.52.

AW Group 5 : The Geneva Grilles

101 (2) black, rated at 220 points . First day of this cancel is

a source of debate . Because of its use on a cutout , 17 January

1851 (Cramer letter), some authors chose this as the first day
(SBZ 1976, p .135) . Others choose 9 March 1850 (Large Eagle) or

6 April 1850 (Vaud 4) . In any case, we find one on a cutout

(Grand-Rosslet letter) with the cds 2 January 1851 (Rapp 1974).

The letter to
Mr . Burgy, Com-
mandant of the
Reserve Battal-
ion #1, Lancy,
15 August 1851,
is an exceptio-
nal rarity
(see right).
The letter is
franked with
10 Geneva cen-
times . (This
corresponds to
weight stage 2
of Rayon I of
the existing
postal rates.
Outside Geneva it would have been 7½ Rappen .) The franking is

composed of two cutouts, canceled with the Geneva grille.

Even though the Cancel Handbook was improved betweeneditions
1 and 2, the relationship between this cancel and the Federal
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Grille (black) is still wrong . One finds eight Federal Grilles
and ten Geneva Grilles.

AW Group 12B : PP in circle

262 (9) red 1000 points . 277 (24) red 1250 points . No examples
in the Postmuseum or at Lemanex.

AW Group 13B : PD in circle

400-402 (50-52) blue 900 points, red 1000 points . The letter
shown here carries the PD in blue, as well as a blue cds from
Chêne 21 June 1850 Matin
(#6037) . The authenticity
of this letter is ques-
tioned . There exists the
Jaquet letter with the
same cds 21 June 1850,
Matin, Chêne on a Vaud 5.
One wonders why, on the
same morning, the post-
master would use the PD
on one letter and the cds on another.

AW Group 116 : Single ring cds, block print

5067 (G22) red 1000 points . 5069 (G24) red or blue 900 points.
The Claparede-Perdrian letter, Geneva, 16 August 1850 81 S with
red single ring cds (#5069), should be noted, also the letter X
to Eaux-Vives 19 December 1850 (Gotsmann ad in SBZ 10/1978).

AW Group 122 : Double ring cds, small form, Elsevier print

2475 (G5) red 600 points . A single cutout known (Corinphila 78).

AW Group 129 : Double ring cds, Elsevier

6037 (5) Chêne, black, 1250 points . One must mention the
Colliard letter, Chêne-Thonex, 20 Feb 1850.

I also want to mention several uses on the stamped envelopes
of official postmarks (Confederation Suisse - Genéve - Direction
du 1er Arrond Postal, Group 73E/3742 [15]) . These were probably
made after the Federal Postoffice took over the remaining en-
velopes . There are two color shades, yellow-green and blue-green.

There remains one open question which has not been properly
answered to this date : When and why were 40,000 envelopes in
three (maybe four) sizes ordered, when the official decision of
9 December 1845 agreed to only 10,000 in two sizes?

Finally, I want to mention several very dangerous counterfeits:

- Letter, large size (very rare) Vacheron-Constantin, 23 August
1849 . The #4 Rosette and the cds are false, reproduced by
photogravure ; the red color used was unknown in 1849.

- Letter, middle size, Langlois, of 11 November 1850 . Same as

above.
- Cutout on the Dufresne letter of 20 November 1850 . The cutout

is pasted on with the wrong glue.

* * *

The originai version in French of the above article appeared first in the
SBZ 12/1980, pp .399-400, and SBZ 1/1981, pp .11-13 ., and represents part 1 .4
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of an exhaustive - and I may add brilliant - study by Dr . Morand of the
Cantonal issues titled "Etudes sur les timbres de la poste cantonal " . The

series of articles began in the SBZ with issue 3/1978, p .83, and iscurrently
still ongoing . All articles are available from our library.

A second version, translated into German, appeared in POSTGESCHICHTE, issues

9 and 10 of 1982 . Our thanks go to it ' s publisher, Mr . Schwarzenbach, for
his kind help in getting us the reprint rights from the author .-Ed.

The big show is getting closer . The above shows the S/S to be issued for
this event . A pretty design, however, it probably will never attain the
celebrity status as the one issued for a similar show some 50 years ago . Let ' s
hope at least that they serve some Courvoisier around the quality department
of Courvoisier SA, so we still can get our kicks out of this one too . ..

The events during the show are numerous:

- The biggest might yet turn out to be a big parade - to promote philately -
thru the city of Zurich, with lots of postal museum equipment participating,

as well as costumed parties depicting scenes from past Swiss postage stamps.

- Over 420 exhibitors with a total of 3200 frames, of which 2800 in compe-
tition . The breakdown is : 1150 Switzerland, 600 Europa, 175 overseas, 360
Aero and Space, 520 Topical . In addition : 500 frames from youngsters and
some 360 frames in the honor court and other "hors concours " .

- President of the jury : Mr. Max Hertsch from Zumstein.

- There will be close to 80 dealers , and 9 foreign postoffice representations.

-The Swiss PTT will have, of course, a special PO with numerous counters and
will mount three special exhibits : 1) in honor of the late Karl Bickel, sen .,

2) in honor of the Zurich 4 and 6, 3) Special show by the postal museum with
its expansion plans . . In addition three of the current engravers, i .e . Bickel,
jun ., Müller, and Schopfer will be present to demonstrate their special skills.
Each entry card entitles to three essay proofs from these craftsmen . Watch out
for this instant new market field! Only exhibit goers will be in the sell . ..

We heard in the meantime that one more AHPS member is exhibiting at NABA 84.
Chuck LaBlonde will show 72 pages of his Geneva material . Also, Swiss member
Felix Thurnheer of Zurich invites any US visitor from AHPS for a drink . His
phone is 910 05 47 . Judging by what I saw in some past SBZs, however, you don ' t
want to drink with this gentleman, you want to see some of his unusual stuff.

HR
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WHOLESALE "ZIP" CHANGES & OTHER PTT CANCELLATION NEWS .

	

By Felix Ganz

Four towns in the Grisons will change their town names from
German to Romansch language, as follows, on June 4, 1984:

7131 CUMBELS will be known as 7131 CUMBEL,
7131 IGELS becomes 7131 DEGEN,
7131 SCHLEUIS will be 7131 SCHLUEIN,
7131 VIGENS changes to 7131VIGOGN.

Also in the Grisons, a new (seasonal) office with its own
canceler will come into being as 7431 OBERMUTTEN . Until last year
this hamlet used one of the postmarks of 7499 MUTTEN upon demand.
Zip number changes number in the dozens for that same day and
same canton . (If a "K" appears after a town, that indicates
that the place has a publicity postmark which will also be re-
cut to reflect the new number. (All these towns, or most of
them, received new postmarkers in 1981-82 . Thus the ones to be
retired will have seen only a short period of use .)

7499 Rhäzüns to 7403RHÄZÜNS
7499 Feldis/Veulden to 7404 FELDIS/VEULDEN (K)
7499 Cazis to 7408 CAZIS
7499 Realta to 7408 REALTA
7499 Sils i .Domleschg to 7411 SILS IM DOMLESCHG
7499 Scharans to 7412 SCHARANS
7499 Fürstenaubruck to 7413 FÜRSTENAUBRUCK
7499 Fürstenau to 7414 FÜRSTENAU
7499 Almens to 7416 ALMENS
7499 Paspels to 7417 PASPELS
7499 Trans to 7417 TRANS
7499 Tumegl/Tomils to 7418 TUMEGL/TOMILS
7499 Scheid to 7419 SCHEID
7499 Mutten to 7431 MUTTEN
7499 Surava to 7472 SURAVA
7499 Alvaneu Bad to 7473 ALVANEU BAD
7499 Stugl/Stuls to 7483 STUGL/STUIS
7499 Latsch to 7484 LATSCH
7499 Preda b. Bergün to 7485 PREDA
7431 Sufers to 7434 SUFERS
7431 Splügen to 7435 SPLÜGEN (K)
7431 Medels im Rheinwald to 7436 MEDELS IM RHEINWALD
7431 Nufenen to 7437 NUFENEN
7431 Hinterrhein to 7438 HINTERRHEIN
7431 Andeer to 7440 ANDEER (K)
7431 Clugin to 7442 CLUGIN
7431 Pignia b. Andeer to 7443 PIGNIA
7431 Ausserferrera to 7444 AUSSERFERRERA
7431 Innerferrera to 7445 INNERFERRERA
7431 Campsut-Cröt to 7446CAMPSUT-CRÖT
7431 Cresta (Avers) to 7447 CRESTA (AVERS)
7431 Am Bach (Avers) to 7447 AM BACH (AVERS)
7431 Juf to 7448 JUF (the highest village in Switzerland)
7451 Cunter to 7452 CUNTER
7451 Tinizong to 7453 TINIZONG
7451 Rona to 7454 RONA
7451 Mulegns to 7455 MULEGNS
7451 Sur to 7456 SUR
7451 Bivio to 7457 BIVIO (K)
7451 Savognin to 7460 SAVOGNIN (K)
7451 Salouf to 7462 SALOUF
7451 Riom to 7463 RIOM
7451 Parsonz to 7464 PARSONZ Continued on page 126 .
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SPEAKING OF MAXIMUM CARDS -- OR:
MY LATEST FAVORITE COVER

	

By Felix Ganz

Once in a while, one gets lucky at a stamp bourse, show, or
at a dealer ' s . And it does not hurt if one is on good terms
with some dealers who will remember you when they come across
a specialty item in one of their purchases of an estate, or
accumulation, or whatever.

The item below is the result of such a nurtured "dealer-cus-
tomer" relation ; and it sure is a beauty : And about as "max-
imum" as you can hope for .

	

-

In this special Olympic Year, the find was additionally nice
and fitting. It was issued by the "International Philatelic
Club Switzerland, Switzerland Printers, Kriens/Luzern" and,
as may be seen, features the set of three stamps -- apparent-
ly second printing -- issued in 1944, matched by the brown
stamp reproduction on the card AND the mobile office cachet
celebrating the "Olympic Jubilee" of June/July, 1944 in Lau-
sanne (where, as you must know, the International Olympic
Committee is headquartered) . The card was registered (since
it is overpaid anyway) and backstamped in Riehen nr. Basel.
Now maybe you have seen dozens of these cards . I haven't, in
thirty years of collecting, come across another one yet . And
that, dear Watson, is the fun of collecting -- much more so
than buying ready-made-to-order, postal administration-is-
sued, never mailed and therefore artificial, nowadays post-
cards or covers peddled by the hundred thousands by eager
philatelic agencies (and therefore quite uninteresting) .
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Old documents are fun to study, particularly when they contain, as the one shown

here, a whole bunch of neatly arranged and obliterated stamps . The postal " borde-

reau" documents the daily receipt and the monthly billing (taxing) of a foreign

(Parisian) daily named "Le Petit Journal " . The tariff was 2 Cts . for newspapers

in bulk bundles . Place : Main PO of La Chaux-de-Fonds ; Date : May 1 to June 1, 1898.

On the back (see right hand page) the post master, very neatly made up a table to
record on a daily basis, Sundays included, the number of papers received and han-

ded over to the newsstand owner, the weight, the total amount due and the clerks '
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signatures . At the end of the month these transactions tallied up to 70 .76 Fr .,
payable on the 1st, and acknowledged by the application and cancellation of an

equivalent amount in stamps . The amount was verified (red diagonal line under
the total), then probably ended up in the archives somewhere . There should be
lots of similar high franking documents floating around, as this was not the only
paper imported, and it was not the only month, and it was not the only city

where such recordings took place . But such is not the case . As a matter of fact,

they surface, hélàs, only sporadically . What happened to the rest?

	

HR



BACKGROUND INFORMATION

ON ZUMSTEIN NUMBER 485, ABART 3

By E .B . Henson

Zumstein No . 485 (Scott No . 520) is the blue 50c coil stamp,
issued in 1970 . It depicts a white numeral in the lower left
against a woven background . Abart 3, as described in the Zumstein
Specialized Catalogue, is "Farbfleck in der Fahne der Zahl 5", or
those issue. that show a blotch of blue in the flag of the "5"
(See photo) .

	

This article provides some background information
about this entity.

My wife and son were with me in Bern on a rainy Sunday afternoon
in January, 1974, planning to have dinner before boarding any
number of traina back to Zurich . Wanting to mail some cards and
letters, we went first to the mein post office near the clock to
buy stamps from the vending machines in the arcade.

As we were feeding coins to the machine and receiving the 50c
issues in return, my wife and son observed that some of the stamps
appeared to have an abnormality . It was growing dark, and the
slightly better light outside the dim arcade was also with a light
drizzling rain, incompatible with mint stampa . With match-light
we discerned that about every 20th stamp that came out of the
machine had a blue spot on the flag of the "5" . The two &tamps
that preceded the 20th stamp also had small to tiny blue specks on
the flag . My wife happened to have a roll of the 50c coin in her
purse for use in coffee machines, and we fed the machine until
both the machine and we were exhausted.

In March, 1974, I was again in Bern, and stopped by Zumstein's
place on Zeughausgasse . The attendant sent a specimen upstairs in
a dumbwaiter . Soon the specimen was returned, and I was informed
that the stamp had been photographed, and was worthy of inclusion
in the next specialized catalog . I was also told that the present
stock of sheets of this issue stored at the PTT would be examined
whether the fleck variety was common . One copy of No . 485(A3) was
used to mail a picture postcard from Kandersteg to Zurich on
March 18, 1974 . I am not aware of any other used copies.

The 20th stamp, with a large blotch of blue with a consistent
shape (photo) was assigned as No . 485, Abart 3 . The adjacent
stamps, with the small contaminations of blue on the flag of the
"5" were not considered to be important enough to be assigned
catalog status.

In 1977 I wes again in Bern, and Mr . Max Hertsch of Zumstein (a
member of A .H .P .S .) informed me that no additional copies of the
Abart 3 had been found.

It has now been ten years since this variety was detected, and I
have not seen any other copy of this stamp since, nor have l read
anything about it .

	

I would appreciate hearing about any
additional information or finds about this stamp .

	

Ben Henson,
P .O . Box 114, Burlington, Vt . 05402.
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I'm Quitting at 900
or CONFESSIONS OF AN

OW K-CANCEL ADDICT

By R . L . RAINEY

ONE MORE QUESTION ought to be included in the

next statistical study of the typical AHPS

member. We should ask "Do you have any hope

of ever completing a collection of Switzerland

from Zumstein Number 1 up to date?" It's a safe bet that less than 5%

would say "Yes" . Recognizing that some objectives are unattainable,

flexible fellows search for interesting and inexpensive alternatives.

The Swiss PTT annually issues just enough publicity and charity

stamps to keep a collection from bogging down in boredom and stagnation.

There is activity, however, in a much wider program of special cancel-

lations that can add about 50 curios a year to your albums or files.

My interest was aroused when round cancels with stylized line

drawings turned up in a gob of kiloware purchased in the 1970's . At

that time, the PTT was offering a handbook (now out of print) to explain

the subject of publicity or advertising cancels . The handbook is most

helpful if you can read French, German or Italian . Those limited to

English will find an image of every K-cancel in use since the 30th of

May, 1942 . . .a challenge to anyone who itches for one more thing to

collect . A later K-only handbook was issued in 1976 by the Swiss

Postmark Collectors Society SVP/ASCEP.

Once involved in the pursuit of these postmarks, I just had to

learn why they are called K-cancels . Reason: they originated as pro-

motions for health spas (Kurorte) . But everybody wants to get into the

act, so locales famed as historic sites, summer or winter resorts,

religious shrines, birthplaces of celebrities, and so on, have (or

have had) K-cancels . Nowadays any town or village can apply for a

special design to be used at its post office . It seems that almost

any society, political party, tourist bureau, private citizen or

postmaster can spark the idea as long as the cost of preparing a

steel die is absorbed by the instigator .

. . .a place where
people might cure the aches
by taking saline baths . ..

had K-cancel first
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Because a K-cancel is only 32 mm in diameter and must include town

name and dater drum, there is little space for "pictures" . Designs are

held to a minimum of lines, with limited effects of shading or solid

areas . Nevertheless, the artists employed by the PTT do wonders in

converting the rough sketches submitted by the local sponsors . This

earns my admiration because I worked for years as an advertising layout

designer (in German, Gebrauchsgrafiker).

The collectibility of a K-cancel depends on the neatness of the

strike, and somewhat on the color of the envelope . Persnickety Swiss

collectors insist on white paper as the basis of the cancel, and no

printed logo or lines must underlie the circular Werbedatumstempel

(in French-speaking towns, le timbre-réclame) . Nor should handwriting

intrude upon the area where the K-cancel falls.

Most K-cancels are pounded on by hand, and the variations in

quantity of ink, texture of the stamp pad, steadiness of the service

personnel all affect the result . I am tempted to say that in one town

the postmaster seems to be sitting in a rocking chair with the en-

velopes perched on his knee when he bangs the wobbly K-cancel on each

outgoing piece.

Some of our Swiss friends who advocate the destruction of all

less-than-perfect philatelic specimens would tell you not to keep any

K-cancel unless:

a) the postage stamp associated with the cancel has

all its teeth, no faults whatever,

b) the clipping with stamp and K-cancel is at least

5 cm x 5 cm, and

c) the axis of the stamp is parallel to the edges of

the clipping.

There is no preference as to type of reproduction method used to pro-

duce the franking stamp . It seems that steel-engraved designs, as on

definitives from the PTT's own presses, will not accept a good hand-

struck K-cancel . The ink stands in ridges so high that the cancel can't

soak in evenly, and the image is broken or diffused.

Super-neat cancels are produced by PTT helpers on first day covers,

using a clever portable machine that locates the impression exactly

where a spot of light falls on the cover . The ink charge and pressure

of the die are also precise . Covers are sold by some stamp dealers and

by subscription service available to members of the Swiss Postmark

Collectors Society (Schweizerischer Verein der Poststempelsammler/

Association suisse des collectionneurs d'empreintes postales).
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I do not have information on how a US-based collector can get K-cancel

FDC's from the PTT . Next best thing to a FDC is a courtesy cancel obtained

by corresponding with the local Swiss postmaster . Here are steps in the

routine I have found works out happily in most cases.

1. Obtain an image of the postmark of which you mean to

request a courtesy strike . The PTT notes forthcoming

K's in the official bulletin for postmasters (PTT

Amtsblatt) . Cost of US subscription by air mail,

SFr 37 per year.

2. On Format 113 x 163 mm envelopes (not more than six)

prepaid with proper postage or on leaflets bearing

several mint stamps, fasten an overlay of onionskin,

second sheets or typewriter flimsies.

3. Put an acetate sheet between the flimsy and your

pasted-down stamps . On the flimsy trace the image

of the postmark in the position you would like it.

4. Write a simply-worded request to the postmaster

asking a favor of careful, readable cancels.

Your plea may get a better reception if it is

in the language of the district, but English

works, too.

5. Stuff your items 2 and 4, along with a return

addressed envelope carrying the adequate Swiss

postage into a Number 6 Baronial envelope and mail

to the targeted post office in Switzerland . Brown

kraft catalog envelopes are useful but much less

elegant, and do not match European proportions.

K-cancels on envelopes are kept like FDC's in albums or file boxes.

When cancels come back on leaflets, I trim them down as "fragments"

with lots of margin.

Then I use gum arabic

to paste the fragment or

a 3 x 5 file card . Iden-

tification data like K-

number, PLZ Postleitzahl

(zip code) and date of

first use can be written

somewhere alongside.

FILE CARDS in
darkercolors.
olive green and
slate gray make
the stamps and
postmark look snappy!
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K-CANCEL COLLECTOR ' S TOOL KIT . ..

ABOVE LEFT : The 1968 edition of the PTT Catalog of Postmarks which
includes a section of K-cancels . CENTER: 1976 K-only Handbook as
issued by SVP-ASCEP . Pages are similarly illustrated, but include
"point value" for fragment or cover . RIGHT: File box organizer an(

souvenirs . LOWER RIGHT : Three "collectibles" available to members
of SVP-ASCEP; (1) unaddressed cover (2) small card (3) PTT "Bögli" .

premium piece is K259 from RIFFELALP OB ZERMATT.

The K-cancel was in use only eight months . . . un-

til the post office burned down.

The 1976 ed . Handbook says K-cancels salvaged from

ordinary mail are valued at half a "point" if the

postmark is still in use . Obsolete postmarks are

valued at 1 point unless special considerations

are involved . Today, fixing the "point" on a par

with the Swiss Fr ., "retired " Ks are worth 46 c,

"workers" 23 c . On specially prepared pieces, you

must ALSO pay full face for the stamp pasted on.

Because I ventured into K-cancels for fun, the

back-and-forth mail has produced a 99% gratifying

experience . A bit of grief : one cover was deliv-

ered not long after it fell under a conveyor belt

of a US mail processing center and got slathered

with graphite lubricant. Otherwise, only one

postmaster in Switzerland seemed to be in a disagree-

able humor . . . deliberately striking every

postmark as far off from my first prefer-

ence as possible.

Fringe benefits have been many.

Postmasters have enclosed viewcards of their towns,

stickers, tourist promo leaflets, wine advertising

with the order blank crossed out, first day covers prepared by a

luggage

The cards are of a different color for each of the nine principal areas of

postal service . . .zip codes 1000 thru 9000 . The order of indexing is by zip

code . You then need cross-references for alphabetical and first-date or

chronological sequences . You just can't get them all related on more than

one characteristic . The 3 x 5 cards look classy in a metal file box.

That's a way to see what parts of Switzerland are most vigorously exploiting

the K-cancel device . So far, the trumpets and drums in PLZ 6000 (Central

Switzerland and Ticino) are way out in front of the parade.

Who knows whether any investment in this "foolishness" will ever bring

a profit? The SVP/ASCEP holds member auctions and publishes prices realized

in their Poststempelsammler magazine . The 1964 Handbook of K-cancels shows

comparative Punkte or "unit values" based on length of time a cancel has been

in use or number of mailings processed by smaller post offices . Rarities

have up to a 1500 to 1 superiority . Example : K13 was first used at

VILLARS-SUR-OLLON on November 14, 1942 . The design proved to be too heavily shaded on

the sketch of mountains, and the die was recalled after December 11 . Another
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local committee (not PTT), and brief cordial notes which usually say that the

postmaster AND HIS WIFE send greetings . Smaller post offices in Switzerland

may be operated by Mom-and-Pop teams who own and maintain the premises with

pride . One Alpenstolzer

took pains to impress me

with the fact that he was

BOTH mayor and postmaster,

and added the city seal

to the returning cover.

So the game for me ends

at WALKRINGEN, K-900 . ..

unless the AHPS develops

a healthy sales circuit

book program to tempt me

with prettier pieces

from earlier years .
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STEHENDE HELVETIA

AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I --INSTALLMENT 11

The following installment has been translated by

G . Albert Altweg (see also p .42, Feb . ' 83 issue of Tell).

p .47

6 .	 THE FINISHING OPERATIONS

6 .1 .	 The Security 	 Marks

The Oval Control Marks,	 or Dry Watermark

As a protection against falsification, the paper was provided

with a control mark or watermark . In the case of the " Standing

Helvetia " an impressed dry control mark was used first and then,
after 1905, a true watermark was imbedded in the still wet
paper pulp.

In the year 1862, the postal authority replaced as a method
of protection an impressed control mark instead of the previous-
ly used silk threads (used in the Strubel issue) . The control

mark pressed into the dry paper was in the form of a double-oval
with an outside measurement of 8 .85 by 10 .95 millimeters and an
0 .8 millimeter thickness of the oval rings.

Around 1891 and ' 92, the public as well as the paper manufac-
turer became increasingly vocal in protest that the protective

marks were difficult to see . This was caused by the wearing

down of the old impression plates over a period of 30 years . In

that same time frame falls the decision of the federal council
that the arms of the cross should be one sixth longer than they

are wide . The hitherto-used cross form did not conform to this
decision, but was more than one-eighth shorter than it was wide.

For the above reasons, the postal authorities decided on

October 7, 1892 to authorize a new plate (die) . The measurements

of the double-ovals were now 8 .4 by 10 .85 millimeters with a

thickness of 0 .45 millimeter of the two oval rings . The Swiss
cross within these ovals conformed to the dimensions cited . How-

ever the problem with poor visibility remained and the parallel
double lines of the ovals often would flow together into a sin-
gle line.

In general, most of the stamps of the " Standing Helvetia " is-
sued in 1895 and thereafter were impressed with the " narrow "
control mark, although some sheets with this control mark were
already issued in the year 1894 . The replacement of the control
mark did not follow any particular system . One finds examples

of the " wide " control mark with cancels of the years 1895 and

1896 . In a few post offices, such stamps were occasionally used

even after the use of stamps with the narrow control marks.
The identification of the two control marks is frequently a

problem, and that not only on the part of fairly new collectors
of the issue . The reason may lie in the fact that the methods

available for use of the impression presses of that time were
not sufficient to properly impress the control marks into the
sheets of 400 stamps.
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The control marks were pressed into the unprinted paper.
Then, depending on the way in which the printer put the paper
into the printing press, the control mark appears either on the
printed or the unprinted side . During certain periods of the
production, the marks appear mainly on the one side, and during
other periods mainly on the other side.

It was intended that the control mark should be found in the
middle of the stamp . But frequently one finds that the control
marks are pushed more or less away from the center (or, to put
it better, there are off-centered printings) . It is less fre-
quent that the displacement is so great that the control mark is
visible only in half, or even in a quarter . It also happens that
the stamp, at times, shows a control mark which has been doubly
impressed . This is, however, very rare, and it is even rarer
when the two impressed control marks shifted by more than one
millimeter .

p .48
Following are two illustrations which show the two control

marks .

(drawing)

	

(drawing)

wide control mark

	

narrow control mark

Horizontal distance, ca . 8 .85mm

	

Horizontal distance, ca . 8 .4mm

Not always is the distinction between the two control marks

as well distinguishable as in the two examples shown above . So,

for example, in the case of the following three " wide" control

marks, which seem to be very much like the "narrow" control marks,
particularly in the case of the ovals . Only the larger cross
(note the third illustration) permits a certain determination.

(three illustrations across the page)

On the opposite, the following three illustrations are of
the " narrow" design, which resembles more the "wide " control
marks . Here, also, the design of the cross permits the determi-
nation . Especially in the third example -- rather unusual in the
way it looks -- does the dimension of the oval show a size close
to the " wide " control marks . On the other hand, the size of the
cross is proof of the " narrow" type . The stamp is also a 67D

with a cancel of the year 1899.

(three illustrations across the page)

p .49

Very rarely does one find a defective control mark . The
following is an example of a defective " wide " control mark

(one illustration -- identified as All)

The following illustration shows an impression plate (die ).

A number of these impression plates are to be found in the PTT
archives, From the illustration, it can be seen that the impres-

sion was done at once on 400 stamp fields . In the case of the

plate shown, it is an example of the " narrow" control mark . With

a metal file, a large portion of the space separating the four
100-stamp fields was lowered, presumably because it had damaged
or cut the sheets originally.

(illustration of control mark die plate)
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The Varieties of Control	 Marks

(three stamp illustrations)

A12.4	 A12 .2

	

A14
Vertically divided mark

	

Horizontally divided mark

	

Doubled control mark

(horizontal shift)

	

(Vertically shifted)
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The Watermark

In 1905 the hard-to-produce impressed control marks were re-
placed by regular watermarks, which were simpler to produce.
This gave similar protection against falsification but was sub-

stantially less expensive to produce.
A true watermark is produced during the manufacturing of the

paper by changing the structure of the paper while the paper
pulp is still wet . It is introduced by means of a cylinder
(dandy roll) containing the desired design under which the
still very moist paper web passes . In this case, the impression
was that of a Swiss Cross . The raised shape of the cross, made
out of wire like the cylinder mesh, works on the paper by
displacing a certain amount of fibers thus creating a minimal
thinning and translucency of the finished paper . The cross-like
form, which is then visible on the back of the stamp, is in
principle nothing but a slightly thinned part of the paper
structure . There are then -- as opposed to the stamps with con-
trol marks -- no stamps with double watermarks . Very rarely,
one finds a watermark looking something like an arrow head.

(two illustrations of stamp backs)

86C/

	

177 :

	

A 16

The blue and red fibers in the paper

These, also called granite paper, are another kind of control

mark, that is a proof of authenticity . One sees that the postal

authorities took many avenues to make falsification more diffi-
cult . Switzerland is one of the few nations that has not known

falsification to the detriment of the postal system, a certain
indication that the protective measures taken were successful.

6 .2 The Perforation

The issue known as the " Standing Helvetia " appeared at the
time when it was the practice, since 1862, to perforate the white
unprinted band between the stamp images as a means of separating

the stamps more easily from one another . These perforation holes

were produced by means of vertical and horizontal rows of pins
(box or harrow perforation) . The pins were so arranged that one

could use them to perforate a number of sheets of 100 stamps at
one time . The arrangement of the pins was very regular, so that
the holes were aligned precisely in a row . Only the space bet-

ween the pins was somewhat irregular, a fact that produced
perfs that were at times of different width.

It should be remembered that one measures stamp perforations
by the number of perforations (that is to say, pins) or perfs
per two centimeters . The number of pins used varies from per-
foration to perforation . One finds, in this case, four differ-
ent perforations .
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The Four Different Perforations

	

p .51

The first perforation used was one of 11 3/4 in both the ho-
rizontal and the vertical directions . A few years later, the
complaints grew loud, to the effect that the stamps came apart
too easily.

As a result, a new perforation was put into service, one
which was 9 3/4 horizontally and 9 1/4 vertically . The first
stamps to be perforated in this manner appeared in the fall of
1888 . The majority, however, are to be found with cancels of the
years 1889 and 1890, The numbers produced were small, and one
gets the impression that only the 25-centime value was fully re-
placed with the new, coarser perforation . The coarse perforation
was no success either, and soon stamps with the perforation of
11 3/4 were produced exclusively.

In the course of the year 1891 still another new perforation
was introduced, namely one that was 11 1/2 by 11, which contin-
ued as practically the only usage for the next 10 years . In this -
period, only the values numbered in the catalog as 72A and 68A
appear with the 11 3/4 perforation . Occasionally one finds other
values perforated 11 3/4 (especially the 1 Fr . value) with can-
cels dated in 1892 (71A) or 1893 . Whether these were perforated
after 1891 or whether these happen to be stamps produced in the
earlier period and used later can be determined only when more
is known about the times in which the printing plates were used.

At the beginning of 1901, another change was made . From a
perforation of 11 1/2 by 11, a change was made to a perforation
of 11 1/2 by 12 for the values of 20, 25, 30 and 50 centimes.
For the 40-centime value the change was made in 1903 . From Jan-
uary 1901 on, one finds both perforations on the 1 Fr . value
simultaneously (71De and 71E) . During the year 1902, the perfo-
ration of 11 1/2 by 12 disappeared, but it reappeared in use in
the fall of 1903 (75E) . For the 3 Fr . value, both perforations
were used in the manufacture of the stamps from 1901 on, but
still a third perforation was used to produce the rare stamp
72F . In 1904 and 1905, the perforation of 11 1/2 by 11 was again
used for the 30 and 50-centime values, as well as for the 1 Fr.
and 3 Fr . values (68De, 74Dd, 75Db, and 72 Db).

From 1904 to 1906, for the values of 25 and 40-centimes of
Type II and for the issues on white paper with watermarks, all
perforations were set as follows : Perforation 11 3/4 by 11 3/4-
-76F, 89B, and 93B ; perforation 11 1/2 by 11--86A to 93A ; and
perforation 11 1/2 by 12 for 86C, 90C, 91C and 92C . Why these
complications? Presumably the reason is to be found not only
in the concern for a faultless perforation for the stamps but
also because the constantly increasing demand for stamps requir-
ed that all available devices be fully utilized.

On stamps printed on paper with colored control fibers, per-
forations found are of 11 1/2 by 11 and 11 1/2 by 12 . Concerning
the 25-centime value, both perforations are found about evenly,
while in the case of the 3 Fr . value the perforation is almost
exclusively 11 1/2 by 11.

The 1 Fr . and 40-centime values are found almost exclusively
with the 11 1/2 by 12 perforation . In fewer instances are these
perforations found on the 30-centime value . Until now, the
20-centime and 50-centime values on granite paper have been
found only with the 11 1/2 by 12 perforation.

The constant changing not only of perforations but also of
kinds of paper, colors, printing plates, and so forth has had
the effect of producing a number of minor and major rarities
which are covered in the respective chapters of this work .
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It should be noted that, although the stamps were printed in
sheets of 200 and 400 each, the perforation could be

accomplished only in a sheet-size of 100 stamps each. This explains, then,
why, in the case of the rarer perforations, the stamps that are

found can only be identified as coming just from a particular
half or even quarter of a printing plate . Concerning this, de-
tailed data will be covered in the following chapters.
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Centering

The advanced collectors prefer well-centered stamps, that is

to say stamps of which all four of the margins are of approxi-
mate equal width . Although this is not so important for postal
purposes, all efforts were made to execute the perforating as
carefully as possible.

(two illustrations)

Well centered

	

Poorly centered

To obtain and facilitate good centering of the perforating,
crosses and dots were printed in the majority of the sheets of
stamps -- around 1900, also occasional colored rectangles --
which served as adjusting guides for the perforators.

Adjustment Guides

(three illustrations)

Adjustment cross

	

Adjustment rectangle

	

Adjustment dot

The location and the number of such adjustment guides var-
ied . Two such guides, on the sheet margin to the right of the
50th stamp field and to the left of the 51st field, are always
to be found . These were punctured through by the register pins
and are therefore always found as " used " . In the case of most
sheets, other adjustment guides are also to be found, sometimes
punched through and sometimes not used . This points to the
fact that several different perforators were in use . It is inter-
esting to note that -- at least in the instance of the stamps
printed on granite paper -- different stages of the same print-
ing plate exist which show adjustment crosses that have been
removed or new ones added and, also perforated . This, too, is
an indication that, at least in the case of the 11 1/2 by 12
perforation, more than one perforator was used.

One can determine easily that, despite the adjustment guides,
good centering was not always accomplished . Aside from the fact
that the paper might not have been carefully inserted for per-
forating, other reasons explain such lack of centering:

-- In the intaglio printing process, the paper was

moistened before the printing. Depending on the intensity of the moist-
ening, the paper swelled more or less and shrank similarly when
it dried . The impressions were, as a result, not equally large,
and the white gutters between the stamps were not always equal-
ly wide.

p .53
-- A further reason lies in the fact that with the 11 3/4 by

11 3/4 perforation the distance between the rows of holes is
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somewhat larger than is the case with the other types of perfo-

ration . The stamps with this perforation are therefore also
somewhat taller . Since the printing plates used were, however,
the same, the centering in the vertical direction had a tendency
to vary.

It is a paradox : The specialized collector values higher not
only those stamps with good centering but also does so to those
stamps which present a very bad centering . The perforation must
be so bad, that a part of the neighboring stamp (insofar as it
is not a case involving the edge of the sheet) is visible.

(two illustrations of unusually bad
centering, labeled A41)

The Blind Perfs

We know that a number of sheets were always perforated at
once . The sheets were attached to the counterpart plate of the
perforator with the help of the adjustment guides and register
pins as described above . That cutting plate was equipped with
the necessary number of punch holes . Above, the perforator was
inserted, and a lever arm was used to activate the machine : The
pins of the perforator were pressed through the printed sheets
and into the punch holes.

It is easy to determine that the work did not always succeed.
Often one finds stamps in which some of the holes were not
punched completely. Presumably this happened particularly to the
sheets which were at the bottom of the pile of printed sheets
being perforated . One finds this variety in all the editions
and denominations, but most particularly in the case of those
values printed on granite paper.

(two illustrations)

A42 Poor perforation

	

A47 .1 Blind perforation

When not only a hole is missing but also there is no inden-
tation of the perforating pins, then one speaks of aso-called
blind perf . Naturally, what is missing is not the tooth but
rather the hole . The cause was, of course, a short or broken-
off pin in the perforator . Blind perfs can occur any place in
the sheet, but one finds them more often at the edge of the
sheet, where the pins could get more easily damaged.

On the basis of blind perfs, one can prove that the 100-stamp

sheets were put into the perforating machine either rights side
up or upside down . If one finds, for example, that a stamp of
the first stamp field has a missing hole in tie fifth position
of the upper edge, then one finds, sooner or later, a stamp of
the 100th stamp field with a missing ninth hole on the bottom
edge . Thus, one broken pin will result in two different blind
perfs in relation to the stamp image . If the defective pin
should have been located in the inner part of the sheet, rather
than at the edge, then it could produce four different blind
perf locations.

In the following table, an attempt is made for the first ti-
me to list all blind perfs known to this time, listed in chron-
ological order . The majority of the blind perfs are already
known upside down ; without a doubt, though, much remains to be
completed here . For this reason, we have not attempted to num-
ber or value the different varieties

p .54
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List of Blind Perfs (A47)

Note : The numbering of the missing perforation holes is done
according to the following pattern:

The following table headings are used, reading
from left to right : Perforation - Years - Missing
hole - Stamp field - Found on . Words used to des-
cribe the missing holes : " rechts" = right, "links "
= left, "unten" = bottom, "oben" = top.

p .55
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The following footnotes are to be found at the bottom of the
table on page 55:

1) Right corner tooth bottom, resp, top, wider,
2) Left corner tooth bottom, resp . top, wider.
3) Perforator of 200 fields? This indication refers exceptional-

ly to the stamp field and not to the perforation.
4) Only one example known . An accidental variety?
5) Fields 12, 17, 62 or 67.
6) Exists also with the sixth hole on the right missing.
7) Two varieties?

There are many puzzles still to be solved in regard to the
blind perfs . For example:

On field #50 of one perforation of 11 3/4, one finds a blind
perf which then appears on stamp fields 50 and 150 of a 200-
stamp printing sheet . In the case of the value 72A,though, there
is a blind tooth which to this day had been found only on stamps
of field #50 but not yet on field #150 . The respective blind
tooth, upside down, is only known from field #151, but it does
not appear on field #51 . A perforator for a 200-stamp sheet?
This is hardly to be assumed . It is more likely that the ad-
justing guides on the two halves of the 200-stamp plate were
not identical . Concerning this question, we still know too little.
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In the case of the stamps with the large "Cross" watermark,
there is a blind perf on the fields numbered 30, 130, 230 and
330 on the stamps 88A, 90A . Upside down, the blind perfs are known
as often on the fields numbered 71, 171, 271 and 371 . In regard
to value 86A this blind perf is known only on the fields

numbered 30, 130, 230 and 330. It appears as if the sheets of the value
86A were never, or at least very seldom, perforated upside down.

From the tables, it is clear to see that there are stamps
with two blind perfs . Until now, though, only one instance has
ever been discovered of two blind perfs side by side -- what
might be called double blind perfs . Of the value 67D there is,
furthermore, one example known which shows five blind perfs.

(illustration of one stamp)
A47 .5

A curiosity : 67D with 5 blind perfs

Paper Folds

In an earlier chapter, it is explained that the printing
paper could accidentally be folded prior to the printing . The
result was that a portion of the stamp remained unprinted . Such
creases usually open up only upon very careful moistening of
the stamps in a water bath and a subsequent unfolding of the
paper.

The same goes for stamps which have a crease that took place
only after the printing . In such instances the stamp shows no
white unprinted stripe when opened . However, the perforation
comes out irregular, as the following two illustrations dem-
onstrate :

(two illustrations, numbered A45 and A45)

Double Perforation

It has already been mentioned that the perforating pins fre-
quently did not penetrate completely through the stacks of pa-
per, and it appears that on such occasions poorly perforated

p .57
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sheets of stamps were perforated for a second time . One finds,
albeit most rarely, stamps which show a double perforation . In
such a case, one of the perforations is not as well done in
regard to stamp centering as is the other . The expression
" double perforation " is really misleading, because one is not
actually talking about double teeth . Instead, what usually hap-
pens is that the teeth are finer than normal, or the points are
missing, partially or entirely, on one to three sides . It is
conceivable that for this reason, many double perforated stamps

could as well have been tossed into the waste basket by collec-
tors, which would explain the rarity of such stamps.

(illustration of two stamps marked A43)

(illustration of one stamp marked A43)

"Double perforation" as a result of a corner of a
stamp sheet being folded over .

(To be continued)

Continued from page 108.

!Zip number changes of towns in other cantons:
3151 Helgisried-Rohrbach (BE) to 3155 HELGISRIED-ROHRBACH
3151 Riffenmatt (BE) to 3156 RIFFENMATT
3151 Riedstätt to 3159RIEDSTÄTT
3411 Rüegsau to 3417RÜEGSAU
3411 Rüegsbach to 3418RÜEGSBACH
3411 Biembach im Emmental (BE) to 3419 BIEMBACH IMEMMENTAL
3431 Schwanden im Emmental (BE) to 3433 SCHWANDEN i.E'TAL (K)
3431 Obergoldbach (BE) to 3434 OBERGOLDBACH (K)
3431 Ranflüh (BE) to 3439 RANFLÜH
3451 Weier im Emmental (BE) to 3462 WEIER IM EMMENTAL (2K)
3451 Häusernmoos i.Emmental (BE) to 3463 HAUSERNMOOS i .E.
3451 Schmidigen-Mühleweg (BE) to 3464 SCHMIDIGEN-MÜHLEWEG
3458 Dürrenroth (BE) to 3465 DÜRRENROTH (K)
3801 Waldegg (Beatenberg; BE) to 3802 WALDEGG (BEATENBERG)
3801 Saxeten to 3813 SAXETEN
3801 Gsteigwiler (BE) to 3814 GSTEIGWILER
3801 Lütschental (BE) to 3816 LÜTSCHENTAL
3801 Burglauenen (BE) to 3816 BURGLAUENEN
3801 Stechelberg (BE) to 3824 STECHELBERG (K)
3801 Gimmelwald (BE) to 3826 GIMMELWALD
3861 Gadmen (BE) to 3863 GADMEN
3861 Nessental (BE) to 3863 NESSENTAL
3861 Guttannen (BE) to 3864 GUTTANNEN
3280 Muntelier (FR) to 3286 MUNTELIER
6156 Luthern Bad (LU) to 6157 LUTHERN BAD (K)
6099 Bürglen (OW) to 6077 BURGLEN OW
6431 Illgau (SZ) to 6434 ILLGAU
6499 Lauerz (SZ) to 6424 LAUERZ
6431 Hinterthal to 6437HINTERTHAL
8731 Rieden SG to 8739 RIEDEN SG (K)
8731 Ernetschwil (SG) to 8725 ERNETSCHWIL
8731 Ricken SG to 8726 RICKEN SG
8731 Uetliburg b .Gommiswald (SG) to 8738 UETLIBURG SG
8731 Walde (SG) to 8727 WALDE SG
6461 Spiringen (UR) to 6464 SPIRINGEN
6461 Unterschächen (UR) to 6465UNTERSCHÄCHEN
6499 Bauen (UR) to 6466 BAUEN (K)
6459 Bristen (UR) to 6475 BRISTEN (K)
6499 Intschi (UR) to 6476 INTSCHI
6331 Hagendorn (ZG) to 6332 HAGENDORN
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Hello! Well the March issues have arrived from Liechtenstein . It ' s interest-
ing to note the return to a common design for the EUROPA issue this year.
Perhaps in the face of continuing discord among many of the countries in the
economic area it was a comforting thought to have this show of solidarity.
The official reason for the striking common design is the 25th anniversary,

1959-1984 . . . The visitors issue is another of these masterpieces in minia-
ture for which the Austrian State Printing Works deserves every measure of

praise accorded to it . The 40 Rappen is especially subtle and beautiful in my

humble opinion . . . I had occasion to test the response of the Philatelic

Agency to a return recently . Part of my shipment of new issues had been

munched by some processing machine along the way . I returned the damaged

sheets with a brief note in English explaining my problem . I am happy to

report that within a few weeks, crisp new sheets were sent to me . No muss,

no fuss . Anybody else have any experiences to report? . . . The January issue

of the APS Journal had a letter from Donald Johnson of Oakland, California
seeking information on the reason why the 1930 ' s postal cards have some
text in Esperanto as well as the more common languages of the area . This

would be the LBK 8-14 cards . Does anyone have any information as to
this FL experiment in the use of Esperanto? Please drop me a card with any
ideas . . . Roger Koerber Auctions of Michigan has had some wonderful Liechten-
stein material in recent sales . The firm specializes to some degree in
Austrian and Zeppelin material . As a consequence they often have Liechten-
stein items . There was an interesting section of material from the 1900 -
1925 period, including several cards with the "SÜKKA " Kurhaus marking used
during the period when it was an actual postal marking and not a hotel cachet.
Very nice material . I had a real question in my mind, however, with regard to
the first lot in that particular sale . It was supposed to be a stampless
cover from Liechtenstein to Germany with a handstamp reading Lichtenstein . I
couldn ' t find a similar marking in the LBK and wondered if, in fact, this
might be an item from the German town which has a name similar to that of
the Principality . Any thoughts from anyone else who saw that item would be
welcome . The Zeppelin and Airmail section in a later catalog had material
that would delight even the most specialized Liechtenstein Airmail collector.
Truly some wonderful material . . . A recent magazine article I saw mentioned
that Prince Hans Adam might assume the duties of Reigning Prince this
summer. Any one have anything more specific on this? The article in the April
Town and Country magazine had a nice bit on FL as part of a larger piece on
the small sovereign countries of Europe . . . A new book of interest is avail-

able from the Liechtenstein National Museum in Vaduz . It is "
Fürstentum

Liechtenstein von 1900 - 100 Ansichtskarten aus Liechtenstein um die Jahr-
hundertwende" . As the name indicates it is a compilation of picture post-
cards scenes of Liechtenstein from around the turn of the century . This a

hard-cover book of the "coffee-table" variety with a brief introduction and
full page reproductions of those nostalgic landscape and patriotic cards
familiar to all stamp collectors . The price is reported as SFr .25 .- . The
postage would probably add to this quite a bit, but you might inquire at
the National Museum. It might be a good way to get some postal mileage from
those odd values of the recent issues that we all seem to accumulate . ..
Let me close with a request for your cards and letters, I am always glad to
hear from you with regard to a comment, an observation, a question, or just
to say hello . Best wishes.
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For the fans of Liechtenstein:

The following printorders for the
1978 issues have been released:

These figures represent substantial
increases over the numbers sold of
the 1977 issues.

Felix Ganz reports that information
just received indicates that a new
edition of the Liechtenstein Cata-
log, Liechtenstein Briefmarken-Kata-
log 1984, will be issued around Au-

gust . Should there be any AHPS
members interested in receiving this

catalog at a possible savings (by
ordering in bulk), write after read-
ing this to Felix Ganz, POB A3843,
Chicago IL 60690 . Price is not yet

known, but will be announced to any
interested party as soon as possible.

The following statistic will dispel
any doubts that the Swiss Army is

just a phantom: During 1983, 27

field post units, manned by 950
troop mail clerks (Feldpösteler),
handled a total of 2,200,000 ship-

ments . Lots of "Darling, I miss you " ,

"Send more money " , and dirty socks

are involved here . . .

The use of Swiss stamps has decreased
in 1983 by about 7%, or 768 Million
pieces vs . 825 Million during 1982.
2 .53 Million were printed by Cour-

voisier SA and 5 .15 Million by the
PTT ' s own print shop . Main reason
assumed for the decline is the fewer
issues 23 vs . 28 the year before),
and an increase in meters by 716 to
a total of 20,869, as well as an
increase of 30 Selectronic vending
machines to a new total of 480.

NEW MEMBERS RS
We welcome the following new members

among our ranks:

2097 Dennis N . Cipollo, Ohio

2098 R. Kenneth Eadie, Ontario
2099 Reginald Gagneron, Florida
2100 Denis Gainon, Switzerland (NE)
2101 George E . Klee, Ohio
2102 Drew H . Maddock, California
2103 Anthony Makowsky, New York
2104 Virginia Otterstad, Washington
2105 Michel E. Porter, New Jersey
2106 John H. Wilbur, California
2107 Lt . Col . Robert H. Downey, Jr.

Massachusetts
2108 Andrew Messana, Massachusetts

2109 Rev. Joseph C . Wilson, Mass.
2110 Jeanmarc-Andre Evard, Switzerl.
2111 Karl E . Henson, Vermont
2112 Gordon .M. Hill, Alberta, Canada
2113 Bernard L . Hoddinott, England
2114 Philip Johannesson, Florida

2115 Carl F . Massopust, California

2116 Phillip F . Robbins, New York

2117 Warren W. Veis, California
21ü8 Martin H . Vitz, California
2119 Robert J . Balinski, Illinois

2120 Richard Bard, Jr ., Washington
2121 Wallace A . Craig, California
2122 Otto Duran, Connecticut

2123 Christie M . Hargraves, Calif.

2124 Dr . Helmut C . Neumann, Virginia

2125 Pietro Rossi, GE Switzerland
2126 Eugene M. Sheldon, Virginia

2127 Gary James Shultz, Michigan
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Felix Ganz

READ 1
ELSE

WHERE,

The following articles concerning Swiss philately topics were
published during 1983 in POSTGESCHICHTE (issued four times a
year by H.R . Schwarzenbach, Limmatquai 72, CH-8001Zürich)s

Bernard Morand, "An Attempt to determine the use of Swiss
Cantonal Stamps"(13 ; March 83, p .2-5) ;(16 ; Dec.83,p .5);

J . Doorenbos,"Early Cancellation Dates for Standing Helvetias"
(13 ; March 83, p.5-8)

Rudolf Jezler,"Notes on the Schaffhausen Posts" (14 ;June 83,
p.2-7)

Walter Eigenmann,"Swiss Franchise Stamps, 1911/27" (13;March
83, p.16-17 ; 14 ; June 83, p .16-18 ; 15 ;Nov .83, p .17-21 .)

Götz Schneider,"Airmail from Liechtenstein to the Americas in
World War II" (14 ;June 83,p.19-20 ; 15 ;Nov .83,p.15-17 ;16;
Dec .83, p.9-14), and to be continued in 1984.

Louis Vuille,"Postal Relations of the Fischer Posts with Fran-
ce, from 1786 to 1828" (an article continued from 1982)
(13 ;March 83, p .9-11 ; 14;June 83, p .12-15 ; 15 ;Nov.83, p.
10-14).

Ernst M. Cohn,"Swiss Diplomats' Mail for Paris,1870-71"(15;
November 83,p.5-9);

Georges Schild,"An Unusual Destination for a Strubel Letters
Baltic Fleet via Danzig" (15 ; Nov .83, p .2-4);

Z . Inderbitzin,"The Düggelin Posts" (of Schwyz Canton) (14;
June 83, p .8-11);

Roland F.Kohl,"Swiss Airmail Surcharges from 1919" (tables
continued from earlier years) (13 ; March 83,p .12-15 cov-
ers the years 1931-32 ; 16 ; Dec .83,p .16-21 covers 1932
only, including Zeppelin rates);

In addition there are occasional reproductions of individual
documents (several from Zürich in No .16), book reviews,
price changes for the first day catalogue, and brief reports.
It should be noted that most articles are in German ONLY. A
few are in French, and some are in both languages .

	

FG

The following articles concerning Swiss philately topics were
published during 1983 in the Berner_ Briefmarkenzeitung (BBZ),
issued ten or eleven times a year by Zumstein & Cie ., Bern;

1/83 : Ernst Fluri,"Taxed -- Why? and How?"(On postage
due problems) ; p.1-4;
B .Ammann,"The Reversed Numbers on the Current Coil
Stamps:'(Discusses the new rolls manufactured since
1982 .) ; p.4-6;

2/83 ; Max Hertsch,"The Large Blotch on the Don 't Waste
Stamps" (of 1942); p.21-23;
Fred . Lanz,"Swiss Cover Service -- FDCPioneers;
(of 1947), p .25-27, (in French in 3 /83,p.47-48).
P . Guinand,"Standing Helvetia;from Special Catalog
to Handbook" ;p.27-29 . Also in 3/83,p.51-52.

3/83s Hans Minsch, :The Valley Postmarks of the Grisons ;"
p.45-46 .
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In addition to these articles on Swiss philately almost every
issue contains one or two articles on other philatelic
pursuits. Further, there are reports from around the world; also

listings of new issues (and comments thereon), announcements
of new issues : and reports on newly discovered varieties ; as
well as information an new postmarks ; etc.

Articles most frequently are in German ; but some are also
(or only) in French .

	

FG

Die Ganzsache (The Postal Stationery Collector) since 1983 is
the joint bulletin for the Berlin, Munich, Swiss and German
postal stationery societies . As a result this publication now
contains more information on Swiss postal stationery . In its
57th volume (1983) the following Swiss topics were discussed,

The other articles concern mostly German issues . The publi-
cation is available by joining one of the four cooperating
societies, the Swiss address being ; Schweizerischer Ganzsa-
chensammlerverein, Römerstrasse 21, 5000 Aarau, Switzerland.

Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung, 1983, the official bulletin of
the Association of Swiss philatelic societies, featured th
following articles on Swiss philately,
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In addition there are regular columns on diverse topics (by the
editor of the journal, Dr . Guggisberg), informational articles
on the Association and its board, notices of and on philatelic
exhibitions, a bourse and show calendar and briefs on a variety
of topics concerning Swiss philately.

The total of philatelic information concerning Switzerland and
Liechtenstein is about 40% of the journal ' s total contents . The
journal can be ordered from Buri Druck AG, Eigerstrasse 71,
3001 Bern, Switzerland . You receive it automatically if you be-
long to a philatelic society in Switzerland, and as of most
recently, AHPS members will be able to avail themselves of this
publication via AHPS member Soderberg in Michigan .

	

FGanz

The AHPS Postal History Study Group is reorganizing following

the resignation of Chuck LaBlonde as chairman and newsletter
editor . Harlan Stone, Chuck ' s predecessor and the first chairman,
has surveyed the present 15 members to determine their interest
in continuing the group ' s activities. Interested AHPS members
should write Harlan at once at PO Box 299, Summit NJ 07901,
stating on what Swiss postal history topics they need 'informa-
tion, on what topics they are knowledgeable enough to provide
information to other group members, and from what languages
they can translate articles into English .
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MARKETPLACE

QUALITY ?$?$
A brief stamp clinic, based

on some material and prices

observed at recent auctions.

When you want to buy -- and just as important -- when you intend to sell, it
is essential that you have updated qualitative comparison material at your
disposal . Fairly current auction catalogs, in connection with their "prices
realized", fulfill most needs in that respect . Let's take an example from the
Swiss classics of the transitional period, the "Neuchatel" : 8 singles off and
2 on cover are shown here, as presented in the recent RAPP auction catalog.
The respective catalog descriptions were as follows:

1 . Superb expl ., very fresh, wide margins all sides . Cert . Rellstab . 2 . Fresh
and clean with good cut, perfect condition . Cert . Nussbaum . 3 . Clean and color
fresh, wide mgs . 3 sides and faultless condition . Cert . Rellstab . 4 . Very
fresh and wide margins . According Rellstab cert . insignificant crease trace,
otherwise in good cond . 5 . Partial framing, light blue bar grille c ., UR min.
_spotting w . trace of light scratch, min . penetration of canc . in back . Cert.

Rellstab. 6 . Good marg . and clean . Diag . crease bottom, o/w good . Cert . Rell-
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stab . 7 . Clean & of good color, sm . margs . top and "crease light", otherwise
good . Cert . Rellstab . 8 . Clean & very wide margs . Inspite of small faults
presents well . Cert . Moser . 9 . Very color fresh and wide marge., on white
folded letter in top quality . Cert . Rellstab . 10 . Clean & very fresh w . blue
bar grille c . on white small folded letter in top quality . Cert . Rellstab.

Study the photos and see if you can grade the quality differences shown and
stated (or implied) in the specs . The realized prices (buyer's commission of
15Z included) are listed below, converted to US$ at 2 .15 Fr. per $.

Prices realized : 1 . = $2674 2 . = $2353 3 . = $1925 4 . = $1605 5 . = $1177
6 . = $749 7 . . $749 8. = 802 9. = $5884 10. = $8023 . These prices stand
against 1984 catalog prices (Zumstein) of $2791 (single) and $5813 (on cover).
I let you draw your own conclusion from this comparison.

To hone your own skills I have added item 11
from a recent US auction (Sam Houston) . De-
scription : VF-XF with 4 wide margs, black
Geneva 13 bar grille c . Signed Bloch w . 1983
Friedl cert ., except . handsome example of
this classic rarity . In view of the above,
how much are you willing to bid or expect to
gain from your sale? Well, for your informa-
tion, it was knocked down at $1600+ 10%. HR
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POSTMARKS

Discontinued:
Parcel acceptance
station Kalten-
brunnen b.

Meiringen, as of
April 2, 1984.

New postoffice:

6000 Luzern 16

Kantonsspital,
as of April 30,
1984.

ANOTHER CATALOGUE TO BE RE-ISSUED FOR NABA-ZURI ' 84

We just learned, from the author himself, that the First Day Cover
Catalogue, published by H .R . Schwarzenbach in Zürich, will have a new
issue and a slightly changed name when it becomes available again by
early June . As soon as we receive a copy of this now-called Ersttag-
und Spezialkatalog schweiz-Liechtenstein, 1984, we shall review it
for TELL. We are told that there will be new chapters, such as Pro
Juventure cards and Pro Juventute envelopes, as well as Liechtenstein
FDCs . - Price is not known yet ; but for those of you who cannot wait
the name and address of the publisher are : Verlag Hans K . Schwarzen-
bach, Limmatquai 72, CH-8001 Zürich, SWITZERLAND .
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On May 24, 1984, the Swiss PTT will issue the following three sets:

EUROPA CEPT
1959-1984

50 c and 80 c.
Designed by
M .J . Larriviere,
Monaco, adapted
for the Swiss

edition and
printed by
Courvoisier SA.

Rotogravure .

PRO PATRIA 1984

35 + 15 c.
50 + 20 c.
70 + 30 c.
80 + 40 c.
All four designs
depict treasures
in Swiss museums,
specifically,
tiled stoves.
Designed by

Ernest Witzig, Pully.
Printed by
Courvoisier AS in
Rotogravure .

NABA	 ZURI 84

3 Fr.
A special sheet
containing four
stamps @ 50 c.
issued in honor of
the National Stamp
Show, to be held in
Zürich end of June.
The strip of 4
stamps present the
well-known panorama
of the town as seen
from the lake.
Designed by
Klaus Oberli, Bern.
Printed in rotogravure
by Courvoisier SA.

My call for an index for 1983 produced two responses, one by Al Hardy and

one by Oliver Clemons (and his computer) . Since the Society is working on an
overall index going back many years, the submitted indices will not be pub-

lished at this point . My appreciation goes to the two volunteers!
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PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #54 PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #55

RAPPORT -- A New Swiss Philatelic Periodical

Two issues of this publication have appeared so far -- No. 2
bears the date of 2/83 and was the last issue for 1983.
Published by the auction firm Rapp, a single issue costs SFr.
4 .50 ($2 .30) and an annual subscription (4 issues) can be or-
dered for SFr . 35 ., airmail delivery, from Rapp-Verlag, Tog -
genburgerstrasse 139, Postfach 273, 9500 Wil SG, Switzerland.

Slick paper, nice color photographs, and a lot of short bits
of philatelic information, contained in a special, green cen-
ter section, as well as a few feature articles characterize
each issue. No . 2/83, for example, had 68 pages altogether.
It contained major articles on "Waves of Nostalgia","Switzer-
land --- Center of Auction Activities","Liechtenstein, the
Stamp Country " , "Portrait of a Farmer/Collector of Classic
Swiss Stamps " , "Old Stock Certificates as Collecting Medium " ,
and a report on "Lithography." -- The 32 pages of "Briefs"
are perhaps the most interesting section of the whole peri -
odical -- but NOT if you collect only Switzerland.

For an American reader who cannot follow the German language
well, we cannot recommend this magazine ; but for one who can,
we might say : give it a year ' s try, perhaps.
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